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When Lucy heads to Rome for the summer, sheâ€™s is in for pizza, pasta, and a little amore in this

M!X novel from the author of Lost in London.Lucia â€œLucyâ€• Rossi thought she was going to be a

camp counselor for the summer, but, thanks to a very fortunate twist, she ends up in Rome, Italy,

helping out at her auntâ€™s restaurant, Amore Pizzeria. Lucy canâ€™t wait to see some ruins, eat

all the gelato she can, and maybe say a few buongiornos to some cute Italian boys.But Lucy arrives

to Italian trouble. Her aunt is in danger of losing her business, thanks to a flashy new pizzeria down

the road that is all style, but no substance. In order to try and save the shop, Lucy decides to

employ a very unique version of matchmakingâ€”making matches based on customerâ€™s pizza

preferences. Soon, word of the American matchmaker gets out, and it looks like the business might

be saved! Or so she thoughtâ€”until someone decides to try and sabotage the newfound success of

Amore pizza. Can Lucy figure out who might be behind everything? Or will her family being saying

ciao to Amore Pizzeria for good?
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Lost in Rome is the next in a series of books that both educates and entertains. I love the way Cindy



works the hotspots of every location into each book. In Lost in Rome, the main character, Lucy,

travels to Rome for the month to work in her aunt's pizzeria. Warning: you will crave pizza and

spaghetti while reading this book! Lucy has a talent for matchmaking based on the pizza toppings

customers order...and her talent manages to attract quite a few customers to the once-dying

restaurant. Add in a restaurant saboteur and you have a fun read for kids of all ages!

This is such a fun book. My family read it (out loud) on vacation and we all loved it - especially the

dialogue! There's mystery and adventure and great personalities and even some history and travel

stuff that fit right in. We felt like we were in Rome.

We are big fans of the Callaghan book series. My 10 year old son just read this book and he wants

to go to Rome now. He looked Italy up on his ipad, so not only was it an entertaining book for him,

but also a lesson on geography. He hasn't read Lost in London yet so we just got it yesterday and

he is looking forward to reading it, as well. Kudos to the author. Any book that is entertaining and

educational for my kids gets 5 stars!!!

I have read all the Cindy Callaghan books. They are all amazing and I actually hate reading. But this

one had to be the best. I love it! This book is great! I have never liked reading. It is my favorite book,

and it should be everyone's!

This book is so adorable I fell in love with it the story is about this girl how goes to rome to help her

aunt with the business because the hve competition SPOILERS her aunt business is falling aprt so

she is helping but suddnly see starts making matches based on the pizza the ordered and to see if

the match but something happens the sauce got supper spicy was it sabotage or a accident ??? But

she meets two boys that go there often and she like likes both of them but wich one will she chose

??? you have to read the book to find out DONE WITH SPOILERS This book is great the author

leaves on a total clif hanger PLEASE WRITE ANOTHER BOOK (: (: (: (: (: (: (: (: (: (:

All of the "Lost" series books are great reads, but this is the best one so far. Lucy's funny, authentic,

and high-energy (kind of like an 8th grade Ramona or Junie B.), and her very Italian aunt with a cat

named "Meataball" cracked me up. Italy's the perfect place for a story setting and I wanted to eat all

the food in the book. (You can almost smell it when you're reading.) There are cute boys and a bit of

a mystery to solve, and the ending is perfect. It's a super fun read that any tween girl would enjoy.



Lost in Rome is a wonderful addition to this author's series. The characters are so likable and

authentic and I love that we have a great time wondering what they will do next while learning about

what it's like to visit Rome. I highly recommend this book to any tween reader!

Keyword - FUN! A trip to Rome for young Lucy is just what she needs for her summer break and

she gets all that she can handle. From an innocent pizza shop to fun match making to dangerous

intrigue, Lost in Rome is a great read for all ages.
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